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In order to develop a model for a depression-like syndrome in mice, we subjected male C57BL/6 mice to a 4-week-long chronic stress

procedure, consisting of rat exposure, restraint stress, and tail suspension. This protocol resulted in a strong decrease in sucrose

preference, a putative indicator of anhedonia in rodents. Interestingly, predisposition for stress-induced anhedonia was indicated by

submissive behavior in a resident–intruder test. In contrast, most mice with nonsubmissive behavior did not develop a decrease in

sucrose preference and were regarded as nonanhedonic. These animals were used as an internal control for stress-induced behavioral

features not associated with the anhedonic state, since they were exposed to the same stressors as the anhedonic mice. Using a battery

of behavioral tests after termination of the stress procedure, we found that anhedonia, but not chronic stress per se, is associated with

key analogues of depressive symptoms, such as increased floating during forced swimming and decreased exploration of novelty. On the

other hand, increased anxiety, altered locomotor activity, and loss of body weight were consequences of chronic stress, which occurred

independently from anhedonia. Thus, behavioral correlates of stress-induced anhedonia and of chronic stress alone can be separated in

the present model.
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INTRODUCTION

Anhedonia, a decreased ability to experience pleasures, is a
core symptom of human depression (Hamilton, 1967; Klein,
1974; Kessler et al, 1994). It has been proposed that hedonic
deficits can also be induced in rodents by chronic stress
(Katz, 1981; Willner et al, 1987; D’Aquila et al, 1997; Harkin
et al, 2002). Thus, Katz and co-workers subjected rats to a
21-day-long stress protocol, including electric shocks,
immobilization, swimming in cold water, and other strong
stimuli, which caused a decrease of sucrose intake that was
interpreted as a sign of an hedonic deficit (Katz, 1981). To
obtain a closer analogy to the human situation, Willner and
his group used milder stressors such as soiled cage stress,
presence of novel objects, restricted access to food, etc, and
extended the stress exposure up to 3 months that produced
a longer lasting decrease in sucrose consumption (Willner
et al, 1987; Willner, 1991, 1997).
Besides a decrease in sucrose consumption, chronic stress

in rodents has been reported to evoke a variety of
physiological abnormalities that are also observed in human

depression, for example, reduced latency and increased
duration of REM sleep (Moreau et al, 1995; Cheeta et al,
1997), diminished sexual activity (D’Aquila et al, 1994;
Brotto et al, 2001), increased corticosterone levels (Katz,
1981), and disturbed circadian rhythms (Stewart et al, 1990;
Solberg et al, 1999). However, in these animal studies,
chronic stress did not induce other depressive symptoms
such as increased floating in the forced swim test and
diminished exploration activity (Katz, 1982; D’Aquila et al,
1994; Hata et al, 1995; Harris et al, 1997). Thus, in animals,
depression-like behavioral features in relation to hedonic
deficits are currently not well characterized.
We describe here a new chronic stress procedure in mice

that induces anhedonia only in a subgroup of stressed
animals, while another group of stressed animals do not
show hedonic deficits and can serve as an internal control
for the stress effects not associated with anhedonia. Since
clinical studies in depressed patients indicate pre-existing
behavioral features that predispose to the development of
depression and anhedonia (Henn, 1980; Kessler et al, 1994),
we investigated which interindividual differences in initial
behavior in mice correlated with the vulnerability to stress-
induced anhedonia. Earlier ethological studies have re-
vealed similarities in the behavioral characteristics of
animals with a submissive type of social behavior and
helpless/defeated animals in behavioral models of depres-
sion (Raab et al, 1986; Kudryavtseva et al, 1991; Pare and
Redei, 1993; Blanchard et al, 1993; Vollmayr and Henn,
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2001). Furthermore, loss of social rank in rats in repeated
defeat paradigm has been followed by decrease in sucrose
consumption (Willner et al, 1995). Therefore, in our study
we used mice in which social status was defined before
stress exposure as submissive or nonsubmissive.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Animals and Housing Conditions

Adult C57BL/6N male mice (age: 4 months; average body
weight: 31.770.9 g) were purchased from Charles River
(Sulzfeld, Germany). At 2 weeks before the behavioral
experiments, mice were housed single caged under a reverse
12:12 h light–dark cycle (lights on: 1800) in standard
laboratory conditions (22711C, 55% humidity, food and
water ad libitum). Male CD1 mice, used as intruders in a
resident–intruder test, were purchased from the same
supplier and kept in the same animal room, except that
they were group housed with five individuals per cage. All
experiments had been approved by the local governmental
body of animal care and welfare.

Experimental Design

We selected mice with either submissive or nonsubmissive
behavior using a resident–intruder test (see behavioral
tests). Mice with nondefinable social status were not used in
the experiments. Subsequently, 26 mice (eight submissive
and 18 nonsubmissive animals) were assigned to a group
subjected to chronic stress. A total of 12 mice (five
submissive and seven nonsubmissive animals) formed a
nonstressed control group. At 1 week before the chronic
stress procedure, all mice were studied in the following
tests: open field, novel cage, new object exploration, O-
maze, and dark/light box (see behavioral tests). Body
weight, baseline preference to a 1% sucrose solution, and
sucrose intake were also determined (see behavioral tests).
The chronic stress protocol consisted of three different

stressors (see chronic stress procedure) and was applied until
a decrease in sucrose preference developed in the majority
of the tested population. Four mice died during the different
stages of the experiment (two submissive mice died between
312 and 4 weeks of stress procedure; two nonsubmissive
individuals died after termination of the stress protocol).
None of the nonstressed control animals died. The sucrose
consumption test was performed 3, 312, and 4 weeks after
beginning of the stress procedure and 1 day, 1, 2 and 3
weeks after its termination (see behavioral tests). During the
first week after termination of the stress procedure, all mice
were tested in the open field, activity boxes, forced swim
test, new object exploration test, novel cage, O-maze, and
dark/light box.

Chronic Stress Procedure

The chronic stress procedure consisted of exposure to rat,
restraint stress, and tail suspension. Stressors were applied
in following sequence: days 1–7, exposure to a rat; days
8–10, restraint stress; days 11–17, exposure to rat; days
18–22, tail suspension; days 23–25, restraint stress; and days
26–28, tail suspension.

Exposure to rat. Mice were individually introduced into
small cages of size 22� 8.5� 14 cm3, which were then
placed for 15 h (1800–0900) into a rat home cage of size
38� 22� 15 cm3, containing a rat. Holes (diameter 0.7 cm)
made in the front wall of the mouse cage assured an
olfactory contact to the predator. Water and food were
available at libitum. The rest of the day (0900–1800) mice
were housed in their home cages in the same experimental
room.

Restraint stress. Animals were placed inside a plastic tube
(internal diameter 26mm) for 2 h during the dark phase of
the light cycle and kept in a dark experimental room.

Tail suspension stress. Mice were submitted to the tail
suspension procedure by hanging them by their tails in a
tail suspension system (Bioseb, France) for 6min/day. The
procedure was carried out during the dark phase of the
animals’ light cycle.

Behavioral Tests

General conditions. Each behavioral test was carried out by
the same person between 0930 and 1600. All mice were
tested each day using one test, which was recorded on
videotape. Animals were allowed to adapt to the experi-
mental room for at least 1 h before testing.

Resident–intruder test. The testing procedure was per-
formed as described elsewhere (Krsiak, 1975; Krsiak et al,
1998). In this paradigm, only animals for which the social
behavior (submissive or non-submissive) was definable
were selected to form experimental groups. The C57BL/6
mice were placed individually as a resident in an observa-
tion cage (30� 60� 30 cm3) for 30min. Thereafter, a male
CD1 mouse, which was housed in the group before the test,
was introduced as an intruder to the same cage and left with
the resident mouse for 8min. During observation period,
resident and intruder mice displayed either aggressive,
submissive, or neutral social exploratory behavior. Com-
plete lack of attacks toward the partner, accompanied by
specific ‘submissive’ postures, escape, and defense was
regarded as submissive type of social behavior. Initiation of
attacks toward the partner and fighting back in response to
attacks were categorized as nonsubmissive behavior. Some
pairs of animals did not exhibit behavioral confrontation,
but instead showed no social interaction or social explora-
tory behavior; these mice were regarded as nondefinable for
their social status and were not included to experimental
groups. In nonsubmissive animals latency of the first attack
and number of attacks were scored.

Forced swim test. Mice were introduced to a transparent
pool (20� 35� 15 cm3) filled with warm water (301C, height
9.5 cm) and lit by red light for 6min. Parameters of floating
behavior, defined as the absence of directed movements of
animals’ head and body were estimated. Latency to begin
floating was scored as time between introduction of a mouse
into the pool and the very first moment of complete
immobility of entire animal body, irrespectively of the
duration of the first floating episode. The total time spent
floating was scored during the first 2min of the test.
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New object exploration test. Mice were allowed to explore a
new object for 15min in an area 18� 25 cm2, surrounded by
plastic walls. Illumination intensity was 5 lx. The object,
with a complex texture surface (artificial flower,
2.5� 2.5� 4 cm3), was fixed to the center of exploration
area. The total duration of time spent exploring the object
was scored by visual observation from video records
off-line.

Novel cage test. The novel cage test was performed to assess
exploration of a new environment. Mice were introduced
into a standard plastic cage filled with fresh sawdust. The
number of exploratory rearings was counted under red light
during a 5min period by visual observation.

Elevated O-maze. The maze consisted of a black circular
path (runway width 5.5 cm, diameter 46 cm) that was
covered with fleece paper and placed 20 cm above the floor.
Illumination intensity was 5 lx. Two opposing compart-
ments were protected by walls of gray polyvinyl chloride
(height 10 cm). Mice were introduced to one of the two
closed compartments. Number of exits to the anxiety-
related open compartments of the maze and total duration
of time spent therein were scored during a 5min observa-
tion period.

Dark–light box. The dark/light box consisted of two
plexiglass compartments, one black/dark (15� 20� 25 cm3)
and one lit (30� 20� 25 cm3), connected by a tunnel. Mice
were placed into the dark compartment, from where they
could visit the lit box, illuminated by light of 50 lx intensity.
Total duration of time spent in the lit box and number of
visits to this anxiety-related compartment were scored by
visual observation over 5min.

Open field test. Open field arenas (50� 50� 40 cm3) were
made of wood covered by white plastic. Boxes were evenly
illuminated with white light (25 or 5 lx) using a shadow-free
illumination system. Horizontal locomotor activity (total
distance moved) was measured over a 15min period using a
video-tracking system (Ethovision Program 1.95, Noldus,
Wageningen, The Netherlands).

Activity boxes. Mice were placed for 10min into dark
locomotor activity boxes (26� 26� 39 cm3; Coulbourn
Instruments, Allentown, PA, USA). Horizontal movements
were scored automatically by a line of red beam cells
situated 2 cm above the bottom using Truscan software
(Coulbourn).

Sucrose consumption test. During this test, mice were
given, for 24 h, a free choice between two bottles, one with
1% sucrose solution and another with tap water. To prevent
possible effects of side preference in drinking behavior, the
position of the bottles was switched after 12 h. No previous
food or water deprivation was applied before the test. The
consumption of water and sucrose solution was estimated
simultaneously in control and experimental groups by
weighing the bottles. The sucrose intake was calculated as
an amount of consumed sucrose in mg per gram body
weight. The preference for sucrose was calculated as a

percentage of consumed sucrose solution of the total
amount of liquid drunk. A decrease of sucrose preference
below 65%, measured at 4 weeks of continuous stress
application, was taken as the criterion for anhedonia. This
criterion was based on the fact that none of the control mice
exhibited p65% preference for sucrose at that time point of
the experiment. In addition, mice with a sucrose preference
p65% in other models had shown features of anhedonia
and depression, such as an increased threshold of
intracranial self-stimulation and sleep disturbances (Vogel
et al, 1990; Moreau et al, 1992; Willner, 1997). Mice that
matched this definition were assigned to the anhedonic
group. The rest of the stressed animals were considered to
be nonanhedonic. Mice were assigned to nonanhedonic or
anhedonic groups before further testing or data analysis.

Statistical Analysis

Data were analyzed with a statistical software package
(Systat 10.01, Chicago, IL). Since the behavioral parameters
analyzed were not normally distributed, nonparametric
tests were used. Independent data sets were analyzed by the
Kruskal–Wallis test, followed by the Mann–Whitney U-test.
Repeated measurements were evaluated by the Wilcoxon
test. Qualitative data were analyzed by the Fischer’s exact
test (exact probability for contingency table). The level of
confidence was set at 95% (Po0.05).

RESULTS

Chronic Stress Induces a Lasting Decrease of Sucrose
Preference in a Subgroup of Mice

Initially, all three groups of miceFanhedonic, nonanhe-
donic, and controlsFhad a similar preference for sucrose
and consumption of sucrose solution and water (see
Table 1). Our 4-week stress procedure caused a significant
drop of sucrose preference in the majority of stressed mice
compared to the values before stress and to the means of the
nonstressed control group (Figure 1). Of stressed mice, 61%
showed a sucrose preference below 65% and were defined as
anhedonic. The mean preference for sucrose in this group
was 51.273.8%. In total, 39% of stressed animals demon-
strated a sucrose preference over 65% and were regarded as
nonanhedonic. The mean preference for sucrose shown by
nonanhedonic mice (75.171.7%) did not statistically differ
from that of nonstressed controls (78.871.1%; p¼ 0.518
Figure 1a and b). Mice defined as anhedonic showed
significantly diminished sucrose preference compared to
control mice when measured 1 day after stress (po0.001), 1
week (p¼ 0.001; Figure 1a and b), and 2 weeks after
termination of chronic stress (p¼ 0.041; Figure 2). At the
time point 3 weeks after termination of stress, all groups of
mice had similar preference for sucrose (p40.05). Anhe-
donic mice showed significantly diminished amount of
consumed sucrose solution and of sucrose intake per body
weight compared to control mice when measured 1 day
after stress (p¼ 0.002 and 0.003, respectively) and 1 week
(p¼ 0.003 and 0.003, respectively; Figures 1c and 3). In
contrast, the absolute intake of sucrose solution and of
sucrose intake calculated per body weight measured in
nonanhedonic mice did not statistically differ from that of
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Table 1 Baseline Behavior of Control, Nonanhedonic, and Anhedonic Mice

OF test, 25 lx:
total distance
moved (cm)

Novel cage:
rearings (n)

Duration of
exploration of
new object (s)

O-maze: time
spent in open

arms (s)

Dark/light: time
spent in lit box

(s)

Sucrose preference (%)/
Sucrose intake (ml)/Water

intake (ml)

Control 68637419 76.477.2 81.6718.2 51.579.2 73.1713.2 80.371.9/4.070.31/1.070.16

Nonanhedonic 69277583 75.075.0 90.1715.2 46.1712.8 69.8717.2 77.971.5/3.870.34/1.0770.19

Anhedonic 64217220 83.175.2 88.1719.2 58.079.6 81.4710.9 77.371.8/3.7670.30/1.0970.11

Data are shown as mean7SEM.

Figure 1 Chronic stress leads to a decrease in sucrose preference and absolute intake. (a) Chronic stress causes a drop of sucrose preference, measured
1 day after stress termination, in a subgroup of mice. According to the criterion of 65% preference for sucrose solution over water (see the text), the group
of stressed mice split into anhedonic and nonanhedonic subgroups. At 1 week after termination of the chronic stress procedure, the sucrose preference was
decreased in mice from the anhedonic group (bars indicate medians of the groups). (b) After stress, the mean sucrose preference of mice, which was defined
as anhedonic was significantly lower compared to control and nonanhedonic groups. (*po0.05 vs control group and #po0.05 vs nonanhedonic group).
There were no significant differences between nonanhedonic and control groups in any of the measurements (p40.05). (c) Individual data show that
chronic stress caused decrease of intake of sucrose solution in a subgroup of mice 1 day and 1 week after stress termination (bars indicate medians of the
groups). (d) Total intake of liquid (water plus sucrose solution) did not change between the groups (p40.05).
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nonstressed controls (1 day after stress: p¼ 0.370 and 0.499,
respectively; 1 week after stress: p¼ 0.801 and 0.694,
respectively; Figures 1c and 3). It is important to note that
total intake of liquid (water and sucrose solution) did not
differ between the control and stress groups throughout the
experiment (p40.05; Figure 1d).

Vulnerability to Develop Anhedonia is Associated with
Submissive Behavior

Analysis of social behavior and sucrose consumption
revealed that animals submissive in the resident–intruder
test have a predisposition to stress-induced anhedonia. All
eight submissive mice and only three nonsubmissive
animals out of 18 (16.6%) showed sucrose preference below
65% at the time point 312 weeks of stress (Figure 2a). By the
termination of chronic stress, six remaining mice with

submissive behavior and seven of 18 (38.9%) nonsubmis-
sive mice were characterized as anhedonic (Figure 2a; note
that two submissive animals died by this time point). The
percentage of nonsubmissive animals vulnerable to anhe-
donia was significantly lower in comparison to submissive
group at both time points (p¼ 0.002 and 0.0461, respec-
tively; Fischer’s exact test).
Thus, all mice with a submissive behavior developed

anhedonia, and none of nonanhedonic individuals showed
submissive behavior. Moreover, those nonsubmissive mice
that displayed anhedonia exhibited nonsignificantly longer
latencies to attack (Figure 4b) and significantly diminished
numbers of attacks (p¼ 0.041; Figure 4c), that is, showed
less aggressive behavior in situation of social conflict, when
compared to mice that were nonanhedonic.

Behavioral Analysis of Anhedonic and Nonanhedonic
Mice

Analysis of behavior studied in baseline conditions (before
stress) did not reveal any differences between anhedonic
and nonanhedonic groups in open field, novel cage, new
object exploration, O-maze, and dark/light box (see Table 1).

Figure 2 Dynamic of sucrose preference during experiment. (a)
Anhedonic and nonanhedonic groups of mice did not differ in sucrose
preference before stress (at baseline measurement) and at the time point 3
weeks after beginning of stress exposure. In anhedonic group, chronic
stress caused a drop in sucrose preference measured 312 weeks after
beginning of stress exposure and 1 day after termination of stress below
65% (bars indicate medians of the groups). (b) At 1 week after termination
of chronic stress, sucrose preference was below 65% in all mice from the
anhedonic group; 2 weeks after stress some mice from this group had
sucrose preference below 65%, while in some preference for sucrose was
above this value. At 3 weeks after stress all mice from anhedonic group had
preference for sucrose that was similar to that of control and nonanhedonic
animals (bars indicate medians of the groups).

Figure 3 Chronic stress leads to a decrease in sucrose intake calculated
per body weight. (a) Individual data indicate a strong decrease in intake of
sucrose calculated per body weight in anhedonic mice, whereas in
nonanhedonic mice this parameter was similar to control values (bars
indicate medians of the groups; groups are marked as in Figure 1). (b) After
stress, mean intake of sucrose calculated per body weight in mice defined
as anhedonic was significantly lower than in control and nonanhedonic
groups (*po0.05 vs control group and #po0.05 vs nonanhedonic group,
groups are marked as in Figure 1).
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During the first week after termination of the stress
procedure, when all anhedonic mice showed a stable
decrease of sucrose preference, anhedonic, nonanhedonic,
and nonstressed mice were simultaneously tested in a
battery of behavioral tests. At this time point, anhedonic
group consisted of 13 mice (six submissive and seven
nonsubmissive), nonanhedonic group consisted of nine
mice (all nonsubmissive; note that two nonsubmissive
animals died after the termination of stress procedure), and
control group did not change.
In the forced swim test, anhedonic mice exhibited a

pronounced decrease of the latency to begin floating
compared to control and nonanhedonic animals (po0.001
and p¼ 0.001, respectively; Figure 5a and b). The total time
spent floating was significantly elevated in anhedonic mice
vs control and nonanhedonic groups (po0.001 and
p¼ 0.011, respectively; Figure 5c and d). There was no
significant difference in latency to begin floating and total

time spent floating between nonanhedonic and control
groups (p¼ 0.915 and 0.618, respectively). Thus, nonanhe-
donic animals and nonstressed control mice exhibited
similar behavior in this test, indicating that the increase of
floating behavior in chronically stressed animals is related
to presence of anhedonic status.
In the new object exploration paradigm, anhedonic mice

displayed decreased duration of new object exploration
compared to control and nonanhedonic mice (p¼ 0.043 and
0.045, respectively; Figure 6a and b). In the novel cage,
anhedonic animals revealed a decreased number of
exploratory rearings vs nonstressed controls and nonanhe-
donic animals (p¼ 0.004 and 0.023, respectively; Figure 6c
and d). Parameters of exploratory behavior of nonanhe-
donic mice in the new object exploration and novel cage
tests were not significantly different from controls
(p¼ 0.729 and 0.067, respectively). Both tests provide
evidence that decreased exploratory activity in stressed
mice is associated with the presence of anhedonia.
In two anxiety paradigms, anhedonic and nonanhedonic

mice showed similar behavioral changes, spending less time
in the open arms of the O-maze and in the lit compartment
of the dark/light box in comparison to control mice (for O-
maze: p¼ 0.001 and 0.02, respectively; for dark/light box:
p¼ 0.027 and 0.034, respectively; Figure 7). Both anhedonic
and nonanhedonic groups had decreased numbers of exits
to the anxiety-related compartments vs control (for O-maze:
p¼ 0.001 and 0.002, respectively; for dark/light box:
p¼ 0.029 and 0.033, respectively; Figure 7c and d).
Anhedonic and nonanhedonic mice showed a very similar
behavior in both tests, indicating that elevated anxiety is a
consequence of chronic stress, which is not related to
hedonic status.
In the open field test, both anhedonic and nonanhedonic

mice showed increased mean total distance moved as
compared to control animals when the open field was
illuminated with light of 25 lx (p¼ 0.014 and 0.012,
respectively; Figure 8a). This finding indicates that chronic
stress leads to hyperactivity in mice, when tested under light
of modest brightness, which may be a subtle stressor for the
animals. When the illumination strength in the open field
was reduced to 5 lx, no hyperactivity in stressed mice was
observed (Figure 8b). Anhedonic and nonanhedonic animals
did not differ in either protocol of the open field test in mean
total distance moved (p40.05). When locomotor activity was
studied using activity boxes in complete darkness, anhedonic
and nonanhedonic mice again showed similar values
(p¼ 0.496). However, the total distance moved of both
anhedonic and nonanhedonic groups was significantly
decreased compared to the nonstressed control group
(p¼ 0.028 and 0.032, respectively; Figure 8c).
The body weight of both anhedonic and nonanhedonic

groups was reduced compared to the nonstressed control
group (p¼ 0.013 and 0.010, respectively; Figure 9). There
was no significant difference between anhedonic and
nonanhedonic mice (p¼ 0.330).

DISCUSSION

In the present chronic stress protocol, a decrease of
preference for sucrose occurred in a subgroup of stress-

Figure 4 Vulnerability to stress-induced anhedonia is related to
submissive behavior. (a) Analysis of stressed mice with previously defined
social rank show that all submissive mice developed anhedonia. In contrast,
only seven out of 18 nonsubmissive individuals were defined as anhedonic
after termination of stress procedure (number of animals is listed above the
columns). (b) The mean latency of attack of nonsubmissive mice from the
anhedonic group was nonsignificantly longer when compared with mice
nonanhedonic. (c) The mean number of attacks of nonsubmissive mice
from the anhedonic group was significantly lower than in mice
nonanhedonic (*po0.05 vs nonanhedonic group).
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Figure 5 Increase of floating in the forced swim test is associated with
anhedonia, but not with chronic stress alone. (a) Individual data indicate a
strong decrease of latency to begin floating in anhedonic mice, whereas
behavior of nonanhedonic mice was similar to controls (bars indicate
medians of the groups). (b) The mean latency to begin floating in the
anhedonic group was significantly decreased (*po0.05 vs control group
and #po0.05 vs nonanhedonic group). (c) Individual data show a largely
increased total time spent floating in anhedonic mice, while behavior of
nonanhedonic mice was similar to control (bars indicate medians of the
groups). (d) Mean total time spent floating in the anhedonic group was
significantly increased (*po0.05 vs control group and #po0.05 vs
nonanhedonic group). There were no significant differences between
nonanhedonic and control groups in any of the parameters (p40.05).

Figure 6 Decreased exploratory behavior is associated with anhedonia,
but not with chronic stress alone. (a) Individual data show a decreased
duration of exploration in anhedonic mice in the new object exploration
test (bars indicate medians of the groups). (b) The mean of duration of
exploration was significantly decreased in the anhedonic group (*po0.05
vs control group and #po0.05 vs nonanhedonic group), but not in the
nonanhedonic group (p40.05 vs control group). (c) Individual data show a
decreased number of exploratory rearings of anhedonic mice in the novel
cage test (bars indicate medians of the groups). (d) The mean number of
rearings was significantly decreased in the anhedonic group (*po0.05 vs
control group and #po0.05 vs nonanhedonic group), but not in the
nonanhedonic group (p40.05 vs control group).
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exposed mice that we categorized as anhedonic. However,
another subgroup of stress-exposed mice did not exhibit a
decrease of sucrose preference and was therefore defined as
nonanhedonic. Since these animals were exposed to the
same extent of stress as those mice that developed

anhedonia, they were taken as an internal control for
stress-induced effects not associated with hedonic deficit.
The behavioral analysis of both groups revealed that

Figure 7 Chronic stress results in elevated anxiety that occurs
independently from anhedonia. (a, b) The mean time spent in the open
arms in the O-maze and in the lit compartment of the dark/light box were
significantly decreased both in anhedonic and nonanhedonic mice when
compared to controls (*po0.05 vs control group). (c, d) Mean numbers of
exits to the open arms in O-maze and to the lit compartment of the dark/
light box were significantly reduced in anhedonic and nonanhedonic groups
as compared to controls (*po0.05 vs control group).

Figure 8 Chronic stress leads to locomotor disturbances that are not
related to anhedonia. (a) Mean total distance moved was significantly
increased in anhedonic and nonanhedonic mice in the open field lit with
light of 25 lx intensity as compared to the controls (*po0.05 vs control
group). (b) The mean total distance moved in the open field did not differ
between nonanhedonic, anhedonic, and control mice when the illumination
strength was reduced to 5 lx (p40.05). (c) In activity boxes test, performed
in darkness, the mean distance moved was significantly lower both in
anhedonic and nonanhedonic mice as compared to controls (*po0.05 vs
control group).

Figure 9 Stress-induced reduction of body weight is similar in anhedonic
and nonanhedonic mice. The means of body weight were significantly
decreased in both anhedonic and nonanhedonic groups as compared to
controls (*po0.05 vs control group). There was no significant difference
between anhedonic and nonanhedonic mice (p40.05).
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anhedonia in stressed mice is accompanied by other
features of depressive-like behavior, such as increased
floating in the forced swim test and decreased exploration
of novelty. In contrast, increased anxiety, changed locomo-
tor activity, and loss of body weight are the consequences of
chronic stress that occur independently from the develop-
ment of anhedonia. Importantly, baseline behavior in
anhedonic, nonanhedonic, and control groups of mice did
not differ before stress. Thus, stress-induced anhedonia is
associated with behavioral features that cannot be seen in
stressed mice without hedonic deficit. Interestingly, predis-
position for stress-induced anhedonia was associated with
submissive behavior in a resident–intruder test. With
respect to the type of social behavior, all submissive mice,
as well as a minority of nonsubmissive animals developed
anhedonia.

Definition of Hedonic Status in Sucrose Test

A decrease of sucrose consumption in a limited access
paradigm has been used previously to determine hedonic
deficits. However, absolute intake of sucrose solution within
a short period of time (eg 2 h) can be influenced by many
factors not related to the hedonic state. Thus, sucrose
consumption can be disturbed by subtle stressors occurring
during the sucrose test and by prolonged effects of acutely
applied stress procedures (Pucilowski et al, 1993), food and
water deprivation (Forbes et al, 1996; Reid et al, 1997), as
well as by reduced metabolic needs in sucrose due to the
loss of body weight (Matthews et al, 1995). In conclusion,
demonstration of anhedonia by fluid intake is not regarded
as a convincing measure (Nestler et al, 2003).
Therefore, we modified the protocol of the sucrose test

and evaluated sucrose preference, calculated as a percentage
of consumed sucrose solution of the total amount of liquid
drunk. In addition, we estimated intake of absolute amounts
of sucrose solution and water and consumption of sucrose
calculated per gram body weight. To minimize the influence
of metabolic factors and to reduce acute stress components
during the sucrose test, we did not apply food and water
deprivation in our experiment. We further increased the
accuracy of measurement by prolonging free access to
sucrose up to 24 h. This is of particular importance since
mice usually consume small amounts of liquids and the
error of measurement is high. Another reason for test
prolongation was to minimize potential neophobic reac-
tions against unusual drinking situation and taste of sucrose
solution. We also attempted to balance the effect of side
preference in drinking behavior by switching the bottles in
the middle of the test, which was equilibrated with respect
to the circadian cycle. In the end, mice had preferable and
nonpreferable solution on each side of the cage during equal
periods of active and inactive phases, which was reported to
be of importance for evaluation of drinking behavior in
sucrose test (Kant and Bauman, 1993).
In the present study, a decrease in preference for sucrose

below 65% was taken as a criterion for anhedonia. In earlier
studies, mice and rats with a sucrose preference below 65%
showed an increased threshold of intracranial self-stimula-
tion (Moreau et al, 1992) and a decreased latency and
increased duration of REM sleep (Vogel et al, 1990; Moreau
et al, 1995; Cheeta et al, 1997), which are considered as

physiological correlates of a depressive syndrome in
rodents. Furthermore, a chronic stress induced decrease
of sucrose preference below 65% was also associated with a
reduction of sexual activity (D’Aquila et al, 1994; Brotto
et al, 2001) and alterations of circadian rhythms (Stewart
et al, 1990; Solberg et al, 1999). In our study, pronounced
differences occurred in depressive-like behavior between
groups of mice assigned to anhedonic and nonanhedonic
according to this criterion.

Behavioral Changes in Stressed Mice with and without
Anhedonia

As our chronic stress protocol leads to anhedonia in the
majority but not all animals, we could analyze whether
stress-induced anhedonia is associated with specific beha-
viors as compared to effects of stress without hedonic
deficit. The group of anhedonic mice revealed a decrease of
latency to begin floating in the forced swim test and an
increase in the total time spent floating. Nonanhedonic mice
showed similar scores of floating as nonstressed controls.
Thus, increased floating in mice exposed to chronic stress is
related to the presence of hedonic deficit.
Two exploratory tests revealed a significantly decreased

exploration of a novel environment and of a novel object in
anhedonic mice, as compared to control and nonanhedonic
group. Thus, decreased interest to novelty in mice exposed
to chronic stress is related to the presence of hedonic
deficit. Since both anhedonic and nonanhedonic animals
displayed similar anxiety-related behavior and locomotion
under the lighting of the same intensity as employed in
exploration tasks, it is very unlikely that the decrease of
exploration behavior was due to changes in anxiety or
locomotion.
Both anhedonic and nonanhedonic mice displayed

increased anxiety when compared to nonstressed controls,
suggesting that elevated anxiety is a consequence of chronic
stress, and is not related to the development of anhedonia.
To our knowledge, this is the first experimental evidence in
rodents that separates anxiety from behaviors related to
anhedonia. Notably, the changes in behavior only related to
stress as well as the decrease in body weight were similarly
pronounced in anhedonic and nonanhedonic animals,
suggesting that the stress exposure was perceived as equally
stressful by both groups. Thus, mice, which were non-
anhedonic served as an adequate internal control for stress-
induced behavioral features not associated with hedonic
state.

Individual Vulnerability to Anhedonia and Social
Behavior

The predisposition to stress-induced anhedonia was in-
dicated by social behavior as shown by the resident–
intruder test. Submissive individuals have been found in
different paradigms and ethological studies to share features
of helpless or defeated animals in behavioral models of
depression, such as diminished sexual behavior and
exploration, reduced social interactions, and hypolocomo-
tion (Raab et al, 1986; Pare, 2000; Vollmayr and Henn,
2001). Moreover, passive coping and submissive social
behavior are related to enhanced behavioral and neuroen-
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docrine responses to stress in rodents (De Boer et al, 1990;
Pare and Redei, 1993; Blanchard et al, 1993; Strekalova,
1995; D’Amato et al, 2001). Our finding presented here is
consistent with this view.
In summary, we show that employed chronic stress

induces in a subgroup of mice a depression-like syndrome
characterized by decreased preference for sucrose, in-
creased floating in forced swimming, and decreased
exploration of novelty. Other behavioral changes such as
elevated anxiety and locomotor disturbances are found in
both anhedonic and anhedonia nonanhedonic mice, in-
dicating that these behavioral features occur independent of
the presence of the anhedonic state. Importantly, our
approach allows distinguish factors that correlate specifi-
cally with stress-induced anhedonia from those that are a
consequence of the chronic stress alone.
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